May, June, July 2019

The Quilt Works, Inc.
Serving Quilters for Thirty-Nine Years
Foothills Shopping Center 11117 Menaul, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112-2434
Phone: (505) 298-8210 Fax: (505) 323-8759
email address: quilt@swcp.com
Website: http://www.quiltworksabq.com
Facebook: “Quilt Works Albuquerque”
SHOP HOURS
Monday - Friday
Saturday
Sunday
34TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION: It was 34 years ago
(on May 25) that Shirley, Leta, and Margaret became the
new owners of The Quilt Works. We shall celebrate on
Saturday, May 25, with a 34% OFF sale of ALL
REGULARLY PRICED MERCHANDISE. (No
special orders, please.) There will cookies, and who
knows what else, for an exciting day.
SEMI-ANNUAL SALE – WEDNESDAY, JULY 10 THROUGH
SATURDAY, JULY 13: 25% off full priced merchandise.
Don’t forget our Garage Sale on Friday evening, 6:008:00, in which all half-priced fabric will be $3.75/yd. We
shall close briefly from 5:00 to 6:00 to gear up for the
Garage Sale. We shall have many other items at special
prices for our Garage Sale, too.

WELCOME! THREE NEW TEACHERS
ANITA MCSORLEY: Anita has been quilting since
the 70’s, but took a sharp turn at some point: dyeing,
printing, painting and/or otherwise manipulating the
fabrics she wanted to use in her quilts and garments. She
loves to experiment with materials you wouldn’t usually
associate with fabrics to sometimes create spectacular
effects. “Faux metal” is indeed an accurate description of
the soft fabrics she created for making the cross-body bag
for her July class.
LISA PRIES-LINN: Lisa took her first quilting class
here at the Quilt Works in 1990. She had combined many
techniques from books, the internet, and YouTube to
develop the rope bowl she will be helping you create in
class. She is most fond of hand-dyed fabrics and bright
colors.
MARIANNE BETTINGER: Marianne has been
quilting since the early 1980's. She started with traditional
quilts but has transitioned into art quilts, using small
pieces of fabric to create fabric "paintings". This class
will teach you how to create a fantasy seahorse by
blending colors and free form machine quilting. Since the
pieces of fabric used are small, it is possible to add details
that are otherwise difficult to achieve in fabric images.

9 am - 5:30 pm
9 am - 5 pm
1 pm - 4:30 pm

CLOSURES: Mother’s Day, Sunday, May 12; Memorial Day,
Monday, May 27; Father’s Day, Sunday, June 16;
Independence Day, Thursday, July 4.

OPEN SEWING DAYS
MONDAY SEW DAYS: Our Monday Sew Days are the
first and third Mondays of each month (May 6 and 20, June 3 and
17, July 1 and 15). They are open to all, and there is no cost.
This is a great opportunity to sew on UFOs (Unfinished
Objects), get help on problem areas, work together on charity
quilts, and simply share the quilting experience with other
quilters. We place special emphasis on Quilts of Valor.
FIRST FRIDAY SEW-IN: Our First Friday Sew-Ins are
similar to our Monday Sew Days, except that we gather in the
evening of the first Friday of each month. The dates are May 3,
June 7, and July 5. Join us at 5:30 for three hours in which we
devote ourselves to your quilting projects. They can be UFOs,
quilts on which you are “stuck”, etc. It is a full spectrum
opportunity, all the way from the design of quilts to putting on
the finishing touches. You are welcome to work on your own
projects throughout the evening, and/or spend some time
sewing (sharpening your skills, perhaps) on our charity quilts.
There is no charge.
QUILT SEW LATE - QSL: This is another opportunity to
quilt with your friends. Quilt Sew Late starts when the shop
closes at 5:30 on the last Friday of each month, includes a
potluck supper, and does not end until the last quilter present
unthreads his/her needle. The dates May 17(the third Friday this
month, as we do not wish to conflict with Fiber Arts Fiesta), June 28,
and July 26. We usually work on our own projects but have

charity quilts that need some work. The cost for the evening is
$5.00.
DUKE CITY APPLIQUÉ SOCIETY: If your passion is hand
appliqué, join us on the second Sunday of each month, 1:003:00. The dates are May 5 (the first Sunday this month, as we are
closed on the following Sunday, Mother’s Day), June 9, and July 14 .
As the sponsoring organization for this meeting, we require
that you join The Appliqué Society after two visits. For more
information, go to http://www.theappliquesociety.org/
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STRING PIECED FANTASY II-- OUR 2019 BLOCK OF THE
MONTH PROGRAM:
Seventeen years ago (2002), we created String
Pieced Fantasy, a 12-month Block of the Month program
in which 12 string pieced blocks with black background
fabric were pieced into a Bargello quilt featuring colorful
and black-and white-fabrics. In our 2019 version, each
Block features colorful 1930’s fabrics situated in an offwhite Kona Snow fabric background. The finished Block
is then pieced into a Bargello setting made from 20 “lowvolume” fabrics with tones from off white to tan on one
end and off-white to gray on the other end.
The patterns for the blocks and for setting the
blocks into the Bargello background are free during the
month in which the Block is introduced. In following
months, the patterns for the Block and for the Setting are
available at nominal costs.
The kits for the Blocks, available each month,
include the fabrics both for the Blocks and for the portion
of the Bargello setting that is adjacent to the Block. At
the end of the 12 months, you will be able to assemble the
complete quilt top; no additional Bargello fabrics will be
required to finish the Setting.
2019 ROW-BY-ROW EXPERIENCE™: We, along with
several other New Mexico shops, are participating in the
Nationwide (plus Canada and Europe) 2019 Row-ByRow ExperienceTM. (About 3000 shops participated in
2017.) Each shop has a unique pattern/kit for a row in
your quilt, and you must enter the brick-and-mortar shop
to get it. The theme this year is “Taste the Experience.”
The first person to bring into our shop a completed
(quilted, bound, and labeled) row quilt using patterns
from at least 8 different shops will win a bundle of 25 fat
quarters. Here are the dates:
• June 1. Look for a picture of our Row on our
web site.
• June 21 – September 3. Visit shops and collect
the free patterns, and/or purchase kits with
patterns included.
• June 21 – October 31. Bring in your completed
quilt. If you are the first, you win the prize and
we post a picture of your quilt on our Facebook
page; even if you are not the first, we would still
like to post a picture of you with your quilt.
Our pattern not only details how to make the Row, but
also has instructions for making it into a nice stand-alone
wall hanging, should you wish to use it in that way.
GIFT CARDS: Gift Cards make great presents,
and may be purchased at the front desk.
You may choose any value for your card.

NEWSLETTER: This Newsletter includes both information
about our upcoming classes and a calendar of Classes and
Events at the Shop. It is available in two different formats.
Electronic. The Newsletter is posted as a *.pdf file on our
website. Go to www.quiltworksabq.com and click on
Download Newsletter.
Hard Copy. You are welcome to pick up a copy (free) at
the front desk when you visit the Shop.
INFORMATION ABOUT OUR CLASSES: Descriptive
information for all of our May, June and July classes, along
with dates and times, is included in this Newsletter. The same
information, along with pictures of the Class Models, can be
found on our website. The dropdown CLASSES menu at the
top of our Home page will take you to 3 pages: BASIC
SKILLS CLASSES, FAVORITE CLASSES, and NEW
CLASSES. If you are new to quilting or want to sharpen some
of your skills, we encourage you to go to our BASIC SKILLS
CLASSES page. Our FAVORITE CLASSES have been
offered before (in some cases, over and over!). The classes on
our NEW CLASSES page are being offered for the first time in
our shop (or offered again after a long hiatus).

DISCOUNTS
VIQ (VERY IMPORTANT QUILTER) CARDS: Every time
you purchase full-price merchandise valued at more than $5,
we stamp your VIQ card. Your completed VIQ card ($250) is
doubly valuable. A completed Card can be redeemed for $25
toward the purchase of full-price merchandise. The redeemed
cards are held until January 1 or July 1, at which time we draw
one card, and present the winner with a gift card valued at
$75.00. (We do not stamp the VIQ cards for classes, halfpriced merchandise, or sale purchases.)
BIRTHDAY DISCOUNT: Be sure to shop on your
birthday: You will receive a 25% discount on all full-price
merchandise purchased on that day. (Special arrangements
will be made if your birthday falls on a day when the shop is
closed.) We do not stamp your VIQ card when you take
advantage of this discount.
STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON – 20%: As an additional
incentive to take classes at The Quilt Works, we offer Student
Discount Coupons. This Coupon entitles you to a one-time
20% discount on full-price merchandise, and is valid for one
month. You will receive this Coupon at the first class meeting.
(Basic Rotary Skills and visiting instructor classes are
excluded. VIQ cards are not stamped when you use the
Student Discount Coupon.)
SENIOR DISCOUNT DAY: Don’t forget that each Tuesday
is a “Senior Discount Day.” Your senior discount (for those
60 and older) is 10%. (VIQ cards are not stamped.)
WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK: Bring in and show us your
finished quilt top, and we shall give you a 20% discount on the
cost of the fabric for the back. (This offer may not be
combined with any other offers or discounts.)
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BASICS, BASICS, BASICS
CLASS POLICIES: You may register in person, by mail, or by phone using a credit card; the total class fee is due at time of
registration. Class fees are non-refundable unless the class is cancelled by The Quilt Works, Inc., or you notify us five (5) days in
advance of the class. PLEASE REVIEW YOUR CLASS SUPPLY LIST AND THE BASIC SEWING SUPPLY LIST. Be prepared
to have fun in your class by having all your supplies. If you miss a class, a makeup is available for $13/hour. Skill Level: *
Beginner, no experience needed. ** Rotary skills and machine piecing experience are required. *** Advanced skills needed.
BASIC ROTARY SKILLS * LAURA ECHEVERRIA AND DANA BRABSON (This class, or equivalent experience, is a prerequisite for
all machine classes.) Rotary cutting makes quilt making quick and enjoyable. This class will show you correct techniques.
Complete the class; then use $10 of your class fee for any store purchase. 2 hrs: $15.00.
Wednesday, May29
5:30-7:30
Monday, June 10
1:00-3:00
Monday, June 10 5:30-7:30
Wednesday, July 17
1:00-3:00
LET’S GET STARTED * DANA BRABSON (This class, or equivalent experience, is a prerequisite for all machine classes.) Not sure
about the “quilter’s scant quarter inch” seam allowance? Need to know about “nesting seams”? Let’s get started! This course takes
you from the Basic Rotary Skills class to the Introduction to Machine Piecing class. We’ll also learn about the quarter inch foot, the
walking foot, and about the fabrics, threads, and batting that are best for your quilting project. Note: You must bring your own
sewing machine to this class. 2½ hrs: $20.00.
Wednesday, June 5
5:30-8:00
Monday, July 22
1:00-3:30
INTRODUCTION TO MACHINE PIECING * DANA BRABSON This basic class introduces you to machine piecing techniques and gives you
the experience you need to take any other Quilt Works class. You make a different block in each of the first 4 classes, and then quilt and
bind a placemat in the 5th class. The placemats are 18” × 12”. If you choose to create a table runner with the 4 blocks, it is 63” × 18”. A
wall hanging with the 4 blocks finishes at 33” × 33”, and can be used as a nice table topper. The “Let’s Get Started” class, or equivalent
experience, is a prerequisite for this class. 10 hrs: $80.00.
Wednesdays, June 12, 19, 26, July 3 and 10 5:30-7:30
BASIC HAND QUILTING * MARGARET PRINA Learn the art of quilting by hand. We provide you with a marked top for quilting.
Needles and hoops are available to try out. 2 hrs: $27.00 (includes kit).
Sunday, June 2 1:00-3:00
BEGINNING MACHINE APPLIQUÉ * BECKY WELCH
3½ hrs: $38.00 (includes kit).
Saturday, June 22
1:30-5:00

Learn basic appliqué techniques and tips to enhance your projects.

BEGINNING MACHINE QUILTING I * BECKY WELCH You must bring your own machine, it’s walking foot, and its free motion or
darning foot. Your top is finished and now it’s time to bring it to life with the quilting. Becky will show many techniques, threads
and tricks to enhance your quilting skills. 3 hrs: $40.00 (includes kit).
Saturday, July 20 9:30-12:30
BEGINNING MACHINE QUILTING II ** BECKY WELCH Your own machine with a darning foot is required for this class where you
will learn the art of free motion quilting. Beginning Machine Quilting I is a prerequisite for this class. Becky will demonstrate the
use of templates, marking, and quilting without marking. Specialty threads will also be discussed. 3 hrs: $24.00.
Saturday, July 20 1:30-4:30
BINDING BASICS * DANA BRABSON Baffled with finishing your quilt? Let Dana show you the basics of finishing the edges of
quilts, including bump-free joinings, and some decorative edges. This is a must for every quilter. 3 hrs: $32.00 (includes kit).
Thursday, June 20 1:00-4:00
Thursday, June 20 5:30-8:30

NEW
ACTIVITY CASE ** LOIS WARWICK This is a multi-use carry bag for class supplies, electronic devices, crayons, etc. Great for a
youngster or crafter. 3 hrs: $24.00.
Saturday, June 8 1:00-4:00
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BIG BANDED GEESE ** LOIS WARWICK
flying geese. 3 hrs: $24.00.
Thursday, July 18 1:00-4:00

This bright runner uses striped fabric (no individual pieces) and coordinating colors for large

COILED BEAUTIES ** LISA PRIES-LINN Coiled baskets and bowls are great to have or give. Lisa’s are meticulously finished. Learn
from a master the techniques needed to make yours. 3 hrs: $24.00.
Saturday, June 22 9:30-12:30
FAUX METAL FABRIC ** ANITA MCSORLEY Make your own soft fabric that looks like metal in cooper, gold or silver. Pretreated
fabrics, paints, and written instructions are supplied.
4 hrs: $52.00
Saturday, July 13 12:00-4:00
IRON CADDY ** MANDY RUDEN Make this iron caddy and you will not only have a pressing surface at your fingertips, but a safe way to
transport a warm iron. This caddy fits craft size irons. Dana uses his at the State Fair and recommends it highly.
3 hrs: $24.00.
Saturday, June 22 1:30-4:30
JEWEL BOX ** FAY MANGANELLI This “jewel” is a one of Eleanor Burns treasures. The pattern still stands out today especially when
you choose mediums and darks set against one background. Choose fabrics with color contrasts and you will have your own jewel! We
will do one block, so you can choose one of the sizes listed. 3 hrs: $24.00.
Saturday, June 22 9:30-12:30
KID’S CLASS DANYELLA NAVA, BECKY WELCH Two different projects have been prepared for this class. We shall be working on
both in this class. The project to which each kid is assigned will depend on his/her age and level of sewing/quilting experience.
CHINESE COINS *. This project is designed for new quilters, age 9 and up.
BIG STARS **. Young ones who have quilted with us before or are at least 11 years old may make the Big Stars quilt.
Safety, skills and fun are emphasized. Students choose their own fabrics to begin this quilting adventure. All fabrics, batting, thread, and
the pattern are provided. 15 hrs: $185.00.
Monday-Friday, June 24-28
9:30-12:30
SUNDIAL ** BARBARA GARY A technique utilizing strips in a fast fun project creates a dazzling 12 point star medallion, reminding us of
a sundial. A great project with all straight lined foundation strip piecing and gradual curved piecing is used to complete final assembly.
This 68” x 68” center can be extended to a Queen size with an additional on-point expansion package.
12 hrs: $120.00
Tuesdays, May 21 and 28 9:30-4:30 (with a 1 hour lunch break).
SUPER SCRAP SEAHORSE ** MARIANNE BETTINGER Create a whimsical, colorful seahorse art quilt from all those tiny pieces of scrap
and left over pieces of fabric that you would otherwise throw away. Quilt size is 15” x 18” when finished. 6 hrs: $48.00.
Saturday, July 20
9:30-4:30 (with a 1 hour lunch break).
WATERMELON PLACEMATS ** BARBARA GARY Start your summer entertaining with six cheerful watermelon placemats. Foundation
paper piecing is used to assemble the units after the foundation piecing is completed.
6 hrs: $60.00
Friday, June 21 9:30-4:30 (with a 1 hour lunch break).
Friday, July 19
9:30-4:30 (with a 1 hour lunch break).

FAVORITES
CHINESE FIREWORKS ** CAROL MEINCKE Discover a different foundation paper piecing technique. Imagine – paper piecing without
having to tear paper off. This class has another bonus – a different and easy way to piece hexagons. Make a wall quilt or go big.
6 hrs: 12 hrs: $48.00.
Mondays, July 1 and 15 1:00-4:00
COLOR CONFIDENCE ** DANA BRABSON AND BECKY WELCH Gain confidence choosing fabrics for your quilts! Small projects teach
value, contrast, and easy ways to incorporate “sparkle.” Successive classes will build on your experiences and observations of your
classmates’ work. 9 hrs: $72.00.
Saturdays, May 18, June 29, July 27 1:30-4:30
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FRQ (FREE RANGE QUILTERS) ** BECKY WELCH Free range quilting – thinking “outside the box.” Explore design terms, develop
improv piecing techniques, and learn starting points toward creating original quilts.
Three, 3-hr sessions: $24.00/session.
Saturdays, May 18, June 29, July 27 9:30-12:30
HAND APPLIQUÉ-TION ** KATHI DINEEN Eternal forest from Quilt Mania’s Simply Modern is our current project – it’s small, which
means maybe we’ll finish it!! Lots of reverse appliqué – wool, linen, and a lot of fun embroidery stitches. 6 hrs: $48.00.
Saturdays, May 11, June 8, July 13 9:30-11:30
MOLEHILLS ** BECKY WELCH Molehills – not mountains. The large gentle curves in this quilt are easy to sew. Choose fun fabrics
and colors to achieve your unique quilt. 6 hrs: $48.00.
Fridays, May 10 and 17 1:30-4:30
SANTA ANA WINDS *** DANA BRABSON The basic block in the Santa Ana Winds quilt has almost limitless possibilities for exciting
designs. Dana has made the gentle curves easy to sew with room to trim down after sewing. After learning the basic techniques, we’ll
spend time exploring some of the unique designs. The quilt may be made in any size, lap to king. A note from Becky Welch: I recently
took this class and was blown away by the engineering of the templates, the block construction technique (there is a trick that makes it
easier than it looks!), and especially the enormous design potential. This class should not be missed! 5 hrs: $40.00.
Thursdays, July 11 and 18 1:00-3:30
STAR STORM MINI ** BECKY WELCH This 5 pointed star with its asymmetrical setting is a bit of a challenge. Becky will de-mystify it
for you. 6 hrs: $48.00.
Fridays, May 10 and 17 9:30-12:30
T-SHIRT QUILT ** DANA BRABSON Think about those T-shirts from concerts you attended, from events in which you participated,
from places you have been, etc. A T-shirt quilt will not only be a great memory piece or gift, but will also help you empty the drawers in
which the shirts are “residents.” This is an A to Z technique class in which we imagine the design of the finished quilt, practice methods
for stabilizing the T-shirt fabrics, explore the juncture between stabilized T-shirts and other fabrics, examine quilting ideas, and much
more. 2½ hrs: $20.00.
Monday, May 13 1:00-3:30
TUFFET ** CANDACE GILLIS Little Miss Muffet sat on a tuffet made from her favorite 2½ inch strips. No spiders – instead guidance
from Candace to create this very special conversation piece for your front room.
Note (1): We offer the opportunity, at the same cost, to make a square Tuffet instead of the round Tuffet. The fabric requirements for
the square Tuffet are different from those for the round Tuffet. Be sure to study the pattern in advance to make sure that you bring the
right fabrics; Dana can help you with this.
Note (2): Sign up at least a week in advance so that we can order the hardware and other specialty items needed for this project.
6 hrs: $48.00 for the class plus $162.00 for the kit (VIQ eligible; includes pattern, hardware, and specialty fabrics).
Fridays, June 14 and 28 1:00-4:00
TWO (AND THREE) FABRIC BARGELLO ** CAROL RISING If you have wanted to make a Bargello quilt, but have been intimidated by
the process, this is the class for you. Using just two fabrics you can construct a stunning Bargello wall hanging in one of three designs
included in the pattern. On the other hand, if you would like to border the feature fabric with bands of a contrasting fabric, we have both
the pattern and the spreadsheet for the Three Fabric Bargello quilt, and shall give them to you at no additional cost. In both cases, you
will have a great start on your Bargello quilt by the end of class.
6 hrs: $48.00
Friday, July 12 9:30-4:30 (with a 1 hour lunch break)
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